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flour 
in her pigtails
spring snow

Tia Haynes - USA

night rain
a cobweb catches
the moonlight

Rachel Sutcliffe - UK 

regatta -
on the waves
seagulls' shadows

Zuzanna Truchlewska - Poland

the silvery song
of rainfall
afternoon prayers

Lucy Whitehead - UK

pacific ocean
as far as I go
with no wings

Barbara Tate - USA

frosty wind
the empty nest
of a kingfisher

Eufemia Griffo - Italy



the carillon's peal
dwindles to nothing
. . . dusk

Jan Dobb - Australia

spring wind
on the wooden swing
a carved heart

Nikolay Grankin - Russia

cherry blossoms -
the pink colour
of my lipstick

Rosa Maria Di Salvatore - Italy 

wind chimes . . .
gran's chair rocking
with the lilies 

Marion Alice Poirier - USA

spring breeze
the tree spirits
begin to wake

Andy McLellan - UK 

tulip bulbs . . .
these little poems
I leave behind

Julie Warther - USA



woodland trail
the houses I can't see
come summer

Susan Constable - Canada

windblown 
waterfall
rainbow hues

Claire Vogel Camargo - USA

frozen garden
the colored flight
of a cardinal

Olivier Schopfer - Switzerland 

greener 
on the other side
vernal equinox

Martha Magenta - UK

how quickly
night falls
talk of war

Tiffany Shaw-Diaz - USA

blackberry briars
a wind gust
frees the moon

Lorin Ford - Australia 



her hug
entwined with mine
nesting swallows

Lucia Fontana - Italy

winter trees
the nakedness
I try to hide

Lori A. Minor - USA

blossoms reflected
in the lake . . .
apricot fragrance

David He - China

thirty degrees . . .
cracking the door
to hear a robin

Phyllis Lee - USA

downloaded snap . . .
a snow-laden
bough 

Helen Buckingham - UK

woolgathering . . .
the twirl of an elm leaf
riding the wind 

Madhuri Pillai - Australia



spring wind
through the magnolias
a shower of petals

Debbi Antebi - UK

oak tree
among dead leaves
new leaves

Ronald K. Craig - USA

infusing the air
of a mountain trail
white cloud tea

Devin Harrison - Canada

caught in the web
a fly
. . . and a spider

Srinivasa Rao Sambangi - India

on your pillow
the scent of patchouli 
counting stars

Malgorzata Formanowska - Poland

seesawing
up and down -
spring and winter

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams - USA



----------  In the Starlight  ----------

thrown clay
a new planet starts

to spin

Lee Nash - France 
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